Twisted Journeys
Which twists and turns will YOUR journey take?
Twisted Journeys® is the action-packed, full-colour, graphic novel series where YOU control the story! Every few
pages the reader selects from several options that determine where the storyline will go next. There are twenty
wide-ranging adventures in the series and each book has dozens of combinations to explore.
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#1 Captured by Pirates

#2 Escape from Pyramid X

Match your wits against a band of pirates on the
high seas and try to defeat them—or join them!

The mummies of Pyramid X are on the move—
against you! How will you escape?

9780822562023

9780822567790

#3 Terror in Ghost Mansion

#4 The Treasure of Mount Fate

Your worst fears come true when you’re trapped
in a very haunted house!

Test your courage against skeleton warriors, a
powerful wizard, and the dreaded borkadrac!

9780822567783

9780822562061

#5 Nightmare on Zombie Island

#6 The Time Travel Trap

Legend says no one can escape the curse of
Zombie Island—will you be the first?

You are caught in a time machine! How will you
escape the perils of the past and the frights of
the future?

By Justine Fontes & Ron Fontes
IIlustrated by David Witt

By Paul D. Storrie
IIlustrated by Sandy Carruthers

By Paul D. Storrie
IIlustrated by David Witt

9780822562009

By Dan Jolley
IIlustrated by Matt Wendt

By Jeff Limke
IIlustrated by Clint Hillinski

By Dan Jolley
IIlustrated by Matt Wendt

9780822588740

#7 Vampire Hunt

#8 Alien Incident on Planet J

Vampire hunters are creeping through an ancient
castle with garlic, stakes, and holy water—
hunting for you!

Your spaceship needs a new part, and you’ll
never get off this planet if you don’t make peace
with the Makaknuk, the Zirifubi and the Frongo!

#9 Agent Mongoose and the
Hypno-Beam Scheme

By Alaya Johnson, IIlustrated by Meg Gandy

By Dan Jolley
IIlustrated by Gregory Titus

9780822588795

By Dan Jolley, IIlustrated by Matt Wendt

Your top-secret mission: defeat an evil
mastermind. But you’ll have to find him first, and
spies are all around you!

9780822562047

By Dan Jolley
IIlustrated by Matt Wendt

9780822588764

#10 The Goblin King

The battle is on for a magic realm! Will you join
the fearsome goblins or the dangerous elves?
Can you escape all their tricks and traps and find
your way home?

9780822592594
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#11 Shipwrecked on Mad Island

#12 Kung Fu Masters

By Dan Jolley
IIlustrated by Courtney Huddleston

By Evonne Tsang, IIlustrated by Alitha E. Martinez

You’ve survived a shipwreck, but mad scientists
and mutants are hot on your trail! Will you
escape them . . . or join them?

Will you succeed on an epic quest in ancient
China, full of bandits, ghosts, and flying fists?
Can you defeat your foes and become a master
of martial arts?

#13 School of Evil

#14 Attack of the Mutant Meteors

At Darkham Academy, the teachers are creepy,
monsters lurk in the lab, and your dorm room is
haunted! Can you survive the first day of school
and finish your homework on time?

Mysterious meteors are making massive mayhem!
You could end up as small as a bug or trapped on
another planet. Will you become an alien’s pet? Or
return to Earth as a rampaging giant monster?

9780822592716

9780822592556

#15 Agent Mongoose and the
Attack of the Giant Insects

#16 The Quest for Dragon Mountain

9780822588757

9780822588801

By Marie P. Croall, IIlustrated by Sandy Carruthers

By Dan Jolley, Illustrated by David Witt

By Robin Mayhall
Illustrated By Alitha E. Martinez

By Dan Jolley & Marie P. Croall
Illustrated By: Matt Wendt

Knights are waiting outside your lair, ready for a fight.
Will you be a nice dragon, or will you flatten them all?
Will you hoard gold in your cave, or seek adventure?

When giant insects attack, will your martial arts
training and high-tech gear be enough to defeat them?

9780822592570

#17 Detective Frankenstein

9780822592679

#18 Horror in Space

By Alaya Johnson, Illustrated by Yuko Ota

By J. E. Young, Illustrated by Courtney Huddleston

9780822589433

9780822592730

Mystery is afoot in London. Thieves roam graveyards,
your best friend is missing, and your creepy boss is
building something in his lab. A famous detective is on
your side. But does he have secrets of his own?

#19 The Fifth Musketeer
By Justine Fontes & Ron Fontes
IIlustrated by Dylan Meconis

France is crawling with bandits, werewolves, and
angry swordsmen. You’ve got the heart, but do you
have the courage and brains to survive these dangers
and become a musketeer?

9780761385509

Your ship is on a collision course with a black hole—
and to make matters worse, alien monsters, mutants,
and mutineers are stowed away on board! Can you
save the ship—and yourself—from both the saboteurs
and powerful cosmic forces?

#20 Peril at Summerland Park

By Paul D. Storrie, Illustrated by Sandy Carruthers
You and your friends had no trouble breaking into the
abandoned Summerland Amusement Park. Getting
out won’t be as easy. Can you escape the sinister
creatures that dwell among the rides?

9780761385516

#21 Safari Survivor

#22 Hero City

By Anne Smith & Owen Smith, Illustrated by: Rubine
You’re setting out on a sightseeing safari But are
you really ready to cross paths with hungry lions,
venomous snakes, and dangerous poachers? Wildlife
could turn out to be a lot wilder than you expected!

9781575059433

You wake up with superhero powers—so what are you
going to do with them? Be a hero or rule the city as a
supervillain?

Carolrhoda Books, Carolrhoda LAB and
Graphic Universe are distributed in Australia and New
Zealand by Walker Books Australia.
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By Evonne Tsang & Adan Jimenez
Illustrated by German Torres

9781575059457

